THE ACCESS CARD

Overview
Nimbus is an organisation made up of disabled people and we initially
developed the Access Card based on frustrations felt by disabled people
and a live music promoter in how disability was evidenced and needs for
reasonable adjustments communicated
●

●

For disabled people the frustration was in repeatedly sending in
personal documents which bore no direct relation to the needs of
the individual
For the venues it was a frustration in interpreting these documents
and the additional admin burden it placed on their staff.

Our goal was to produce a single consistent method of communicating
between customer and provider; simplifying the process for both.
Since its initial development the card is now widely accepted at major
event venues across the UK and even more widely taken simply at face
value.
The card is proving immensely valuable for disabled people across the UK
and this guide gives you a bit more information about how it works
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What is the Access Card?
The Access Card means different things to different people; these are
a few of the uses which vary between individuals and context used.
It is basically an ID card for disabled people that indicates what their
legal rights might be and gives businesses an indication of the support
they need to provide
Proof of disability
In some circumstances such as booking tickets and then accessing free essential
companion spaces; businesses often need to make sure that the person requesting that
adjustment have a genuine need for them. In these circumstances many organisations ask
for proof of disability.
Our experience shows that there is very little consistency of what proof of disability is asked
for an accepted across organisations and it also becomes a problem for disabled people
having to repeatedly submit personal and private information. The Access Card was
designed to be a one stop shop for assessing need and communicating bits across multiple
providers giving consistency for customers and organisations
An access card is only issued to disabled people who are able to provide a suitable degree
of supporting information. This information includes things such as doctors reports,
entitlement disability related benefits or any other type of Supporting information

Communicating Disabled Persons needs
We designed the card on something called the social model of disability. The symbols on the
card are intended to quickly communicate the type of additional support a person might need
or the barrier they face.
The point of this is that providers can spend their time thinking aboput how to support a
customer rather than worrying about what their medical diagnosis is.
For some people this is really important to give them some dignity and privacy. Many card
holders are people with complex or hidden impairments that don’t want to have to go into
detail and justify why they need a service – just quickly communicate that they do and that
its also their legal right to get a service

Communicating services
We ask providers to take some time to think about how they can meet each of the needs
indicated on the card and to submit a listing to the Access Card website directory.
This listing details the particular reasonable adjustments available and becomes an access
statement to better in former disabled person of what to expect in terms of access.
This means that as a card holder, you can quickly find the information that is relevant to you
just by looking for the symbols that are on your card

Listing on the website for businesses is a completely free service and we encourage as
many businesses to participate as possible

Loyalty Card
Disabled people and their families / friends choice of venue and leisure activity is limited
explicitly to whether the venue is accessible to the disabled person themselves.
This influence on decision making represents an estimated combined spending power of
disabled people and their close friends and family equating to about 212 billion pounds a
year.
Because of this we encourage businesses to offer initial discounts or special offers so that
disabled people are attracted to use businesses for the first time and get to know the access
requirements.
Many businesses already offer discounts and offers to disabled people and the Access Card
is a good way of demonstrating eligibility for these
.

How does it work?
On face value
Access card holders use their cards in a variety of situations with organisations that might
never have heard of the scheme let alone have submitted a listing on our website.
It is important to remember that the needs indicated on the card relate to the person's rights
as a disabled person under the Equality Act.
Many providers simply take to this information at face value and provide the services
requested at the point of delivery, even if the person looking at the card might not have
heard of it or the organisation might not be listed on our website

Manual validation
We created an online validation tool to be used inside box offices Throughout the UK this
enables staff to enter your card details (which might be being taken over the telephone) and
to see a copy of your card and the symbols it contains.
They can then focus on making sure you get the support you need.

Full digital integration
A new development has been a more advanced link with other systems. Companies such as
ticket booking organisations can now link your Access card information so that disabled
people are now able to book online.

How much does it cost?
Nimbus is a social enterprise which does not receive any external funding. We set out at the
very beginning with the intention of developing a scheme which would pay for itself and as
such not fall at risk of closure due to changing funding priorities.
To make this possible we charge £15 every 3 years to be a part of the scheme. All of this
money is reinvested back into the scheme.

What do People say about the
card?


The card is a useful tool, to save me the time and humiliation of having to explain
everything – often to people who don’t have time, or are in a noisy environment so I
have to shout!



I want to attend gigs, but can’t do it if I’m not able to sit or have to queue to get in.



I have been asking for something like this for years. My disability is not always visible
so I have to go through the embarrassment of explaining my personal health
problems to complete strangers who sometimes don’t even believe me. I’m hoping
this card will be recognised everywhere, as it will change my life!



I believe having something that is discreet and accepted will make things easier. I’ve
tried a variety of places to find out about “registered disabled” and how to get
classified only to find out that it doesn’t actually exist. A person shouldn’t have to
carry paperwork with all kinds of personal information around with them just in case
they need to get someone to understand they need help.



I am often in situations where I need to provide evidence of a disability, usually using
proof of receipt of DLA. However this award has nothing to do with the reason for the
need. A card which can be carried in a wallet and which relates to the need would
seem ideal.

Who's on board?
Just a few of the organisations already on board:

What do the symbols mean?

